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To: soc-religion-hindu@uunet.uu.net
Subject: HINDU SANGHATANA DIVAS
From: vedulaa@woods.uml.edu (Aditya)
Date: 17 May 96 19:40:19 -0500
Newsgroups: soc.religion.hindu, soc.culture.tamil
Organization: Univ. of Massachusetts-Lowell
February 19, 1630
That day in the history when an incomparable personality, Shivaji
was born in the holy land of Bharat (India) - a personality that
had the capacity to create a new Bharat out of nothing.
Everywhere, foreign invaders had become rulers, Dharam was under
attack, there was an absence of confidence among the Hindus and
feeling that that they would not meet the challenge of foreign
aggression and in the midst of all these reverses, a child's
determination that he would fight the foreing invaders, drive
them out and establish Swarajya, Dharam rajya. Against him stood
kingdoms and empires huge armies and generals, able politcians and
limitless resources. The boy had nothing except the devotion of a
few boys of his own age. And with these paltry resources he fought
and defected powerful kingdoms and established Dharm Rajya, The rule
of law, on JYESTHA SHUKLA TRYODSHI. This day came to be called
Hindu Samrajya Dinotsav. The Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh has before it
the same ideal the same dream as symbolised by the event.
Shivaji's coranation on June 6, 1694 was not an individual's
coronation. It was the enthronement of Dharma. It was the
declaration of the establishment of Hindavi Swarajya the successful
rejuvenation of Hindu Nation the revival of Hindu Culture and
Vishwa Dharma
-Suraj.
*******************************************************************************
HINDU SANGHATANA DIVAS
*******************************************************************************
Date : June 08 (Saturday)
Time : 4:30 to 6:00 PM
Place : Burlington recreation center, Center Street, Burlington, MA.
Chief guest : Swami Sarvagatanandji, Ramakrishna Ashram
Main speaker : Dr. Mahesh Mehta
Namaste,
Hindu Swayam Sevak Sangh (HSS) is celbrating Hindu Sanghatana Divas
to commemorate the coronation of Chatrapati Shivaji in 1674 A.D .This is a
historic occasion and holds inspiring lessons of idealism and courage in the
achievement of Hindavi Swaraj.
All are welcome to the celebration.
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For more information and directions, please call:
Surya Murthy - (508) 937-0346
Shlipa Ashtaputre - (617) 938-1224
Abhay Belambe (617) 776-7051
Prashanth Bhat - (603) 595-7051
email:

avedula@cs.uml.edu
prashanthb@aol.com

HSS is a cultural organization providing opportunities to learn about
Hindu Dharma and aims to unite Hindus into a harmonious society.Its activities
and programs build character and promote a sense of responsibility to society.
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